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Where are the first radio galaxies?
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- The earliest AGN activity in the Universe.

- Powerful tracer of AGN physics at very high redshifts.

- If (when!) found will allow for HI absorption studies in the EoR.

- Possibly already well within current day capabilities.

Where are the first radio galaxies?
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Radio Galaxies = Active Galactic Nuclei

More powerful... ...less powerful... ...or “radio-quiet”.
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Radio Galaxies = Active Galactic Nuclei

More powerful...
1) Among the most luminous galaxies at any redshift

2) Associated with the most massive systems

4) Track proto-cluster environments 

3) Progenitors of brightest cluster ellipticals

5) Dusty and Starbursting 

6) May show large gas reservoirs (Ly-𝜶 halos)

Tracers of galaxy buildup AND structure formation (z>2)
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The (radio) road to the highest redshifts
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The (radio) road to the highest redshifts

TN J0924-2201 @ z=5.2 
(van Breugel+, 99)

L62 RADIO GALAXY AT z ! 5.19 Vol. 518

Fig. 1.—Hubble K-z diagram. Small triangles are Keck measurements of
HzRGs from van Breugel et al. (1998), the large triangle is TN J0924"2201,
and all other photometry is from Eales et al. (1997). Magnitudes are aperture-
corrected to a 64 kpc metric diameter using km s"1 Mpc"1 andH ! 65 Q !

, for which TN J0924"2201 has . Two stellar evolution0.30 K ! 20.7! 0.3
models from A. G. Bruzual & S. Charlot (1999, private communication),
normalized at , are plotted, assuming parameters as shown.z ! 0.1 Fig. 3.—Keck spectra of TN J0924"2201. The top panel is night 1, and

the bottom panel is night 2. Spectra were extracted using a aperture.1!.5# 1!.5
Inserts illustrate the emission-line morphology, which is attenuated on the blue
edge for night 2. The predicted wavelength of N v l1240 emission is indicated.

TABLE 1
Spectroscopic Measurements of TN J0924"2201

UT Date (1998)

Parameter Dec 19 Dec 20

z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.202 ! 0.002 5.188 ! 0.001
l (Å) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7539.2 ! 1.9 7522.9 ! 1.5
FLya (10"17 ergs cm"2 s"1) . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4 ! 0.6 3.5 ! 0.6

(10"21 ergs cm"2 s"1 Å"1) . . . . . .contFl 3.3 ! 5.7 33.0 ! 4.9
(Å) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .obsWLya 12760 710–1550

FWHMLya (km s"1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1574 ! 192 1474 ! 106
Fig. 2.—Keck/NIRC K-band image of TN J0924"2201, with radio contours

superposed. Star “A,” offset from the HzRG by (E) andDa ! 7!.2 Dd !
(N), was used for blind-offsetting for the spectroscopic observations.18!.7

were photometric with 0!.6 seeing, and the integration times
were 5400 s on UT 1998 December 19 (position angle 0") and
4400 s on UT 1998 December 20 (position angle 180"). The
observations used the 150 lines mm"1 grating (l ! 7500blaze
Å; Å), sampling the wavelength range 4000 ÅDl ! 17FWHM
to 1 mm. Between each 1800 s exposure, we reacquired offset
star A (see Fig. 2), performed 20! spatial shifts to facilitate

removal of fringing in the reddest regions of the spectra, and
blind offset the telescope to return TN J0924"2201 within the
slit. We calculated the dispersion utilizing a NeAr lamp spec-
trum taken immediately subsequent to the observations (rms
variations of 0.50 Å) and adjusted the zero point according to
telluric emission lines. Final wavelength calibration is accurate
to 1 Å. The spectra were flux-calibrated using observations of
Feige 67 and Feige 110 obtained on each night and were cor-
rected for foreground Galactic extinction using a reddening of

determined from the dust maps of Schlegel,E ! 0.0168B"V

Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998).
We find a strong, single emission line at Å thatl " 7530

shifts by !16 Å between the two nights (Fig. 3; Table 1). The
cause of the line offset is unclear, although it may be related
to problems that LRIS was experiencing with slippage in the
movable guider at the time of the observations. The relative
brightnesses of other sources on the slit vary between each
1800 s observation, indicating that despite our precautions of
reacquiring the target after each exposure, guider slippage must
have caused some variations in telescope offsetting. These
slight pointing changes may have caused the slit to sample

S1.4GHz=73 mJy
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The (radio) road to the highest redshifts

Powerful Radio 
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S1.4GHz=22 mJy

J163912.11 + 405236.5 @ z=4.9 
(Jarvis+, 09)

The discovery of a typical radio galaxy at z = 4.88 3
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Figure 2. The Spitzer-3.6µm image (greyscale) overlaid with ra-
dio contours from the FIRST survey. Contour levels are 0.8, 1.6,
3.2, 6.4 and 12.8 mJy/beam. One can see the faint source at the
centre of the radio emission at 16 39 12.11 +40 52 36.5 which we
identify as the host galaxy.

3 A RADIO GALAXY AT Z = 4.88

J163912.11+405236.5 is detected in the FIRST survey with
a flux-density of 22.5 mJy and is unresolved at the 5 arcsec
resolution of this survey. This source is also identified in the
Northern VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998) with
S1.4GHz = 21.8±0.8 mJy and is therefore consistent with be-
ing point like. There is also a source detected in the 325 MHz
Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS; Rengelink et al.
1997) at 16 39 12.17 +40 52 40.3 (J2000) which is 3.6 arcsec
away from the FIRST centroid, therefore we associate this
source with the FIRST source. The WENSS catalogue gives
a flux-density of 67 ± 5 mJy for this source. Assuming a
power-law spectral index between 325 MHz and 1.4GHz the
spectral index of the source is therefore ! = 0.75 ± 0.051.
Thus this source would not fall into the category of ultra-
steep spectrum sources which have been used to search for
high-redshift radio galaxies in recent years. In Fig. 2 we show
the 3.6µm image from the Spitzer-SWIRE survey overlaid
with the radio image from the FIRST survey. There is a
very faint source in the 3.6µm image at the centre of the
radio position which we identify as the host galaxy. As this
object is on the SWIRE survey area there are also a wealth of
imaging data from the INT at optical wavelengths which al-
low us to constrain the continuum emission from this object.
We also use the SWIRE data to constrain the brightness of
the source from 3.6-24µm. Photometry of the host galaxy is
presented in Table 1.

3.1 The Lyman-! emission

We observed the radio source J163912.11+405236.5 on the
27th April 2009 with the ISIS spectrograph on the William
Herschel Telescope. We used the standard 5300Å dichroic to

1 We use the convention for spectral index S! ! !!"

reflect the blue light to an EEV12 4096 ! 2048 pixel2 CCD
using the R300B grism. The red light was dispersed through
the R158R grism on to RED+ 4096! 2048 pixel2 CCD. We
used a slit width of 2 arcsec which gave a resolution of 8.6Å
in the blue arm and 16.5Å in the red arm.

The data were bias subtracted, illumination corrected
and flat-fielded using standard IRAF tasks. Wavelength cal-
ibration was carried out using CuNe+CuAr lamps and flux-
calibration was done using the spectrophotometric standard
Feige 34.

In Fig. 3 we show the 1D-spectrum of the radio galaxy
J163912.11+405236.5 which displays a strong emission line
at 7149Å, which we identify as Lyman-! due to its blue cut-
o! and broader red wing, at a redshift of z = 4.88. The
line has a flux of 1.85 ! 10!19 W m!2, which at this red-
shift corresponds to a luminosity of LLy" = 4.7 ! 1036 W
and a rest-frame full-width half maximum of 1040 km s!1,
i.e. a narrow-line AGN. There are no other emission lines
in our spectra which also suggest that the line is indeed
Lyman-! rather than other common emission lines in ra-
dio galaxies. However, one possibility is that the emission
line is [OII]"3727 at z = 0.92. If this were indeed [OII]
from a narrow-line AGN then we would expect to see the
CII]"2326 and the CIII]"1909 emission line in the blue end
of the spectrum, for which we find no evidence, in addition
to a much brighter host galaxy. Another possibility is that
it is a starburst galaxy. Using the relation of Kewley, Geller
& Jansen (2004) the [OII] luminosity would correspond to a
star-formation rate of SFR " 11 M" yr!1. The radio emis-
sion one would expect from this starburst galaxy is greater
than three orders of magnitudes fainter than what we ob-
serve. We are therefore confident that the line is Ly! at
z = 4.88.

This is the second highest redshift radio galaxy
known to date and demonstrates the promise of our
new survey in finding high-redshift radio sources. Given
the redshift, the radio luminosity of the source at
325 MHz is log10(L325MHz/ W Hz!1 sr!1) = 26.94 and
log10(L1400MHz/ W Hz!1 sr!1) = 26.47 at 1.4 GHz. This
is very close to the break luminosity in the radio luminosity
function of Willott et al (2001) which is where the bulk of
the luminosity density arises, and can therefore be classed
as a typical radio source at this redshift. We also see hints
of associated absorption redward of the line centre. This
is reminiscent of the associated absorption found in other
powerful radio galaxies (van Ojik et al. 1997; Jarvis et al.
2003; Wilman et al. 2004) and, given the compact nature of
the radio source, may also reinforce the idea that small and
young HzRGs may be surrounded by a shell of neutral gas
which is linked to the fueling of the AGN (e.g. Emonts et
al. 2007), although higher resolution spectroscopy is needed
to confirm this.

3.2 The host galaxy

At z = 4.88 the IRAC channels on Spitzer sample longward
of the 4000Å break and the emission is presumably domi-
nated by an old stellar population. Using the flux-density at
3.6µm and assuming a K # 3.6µm colour of 2.25 from the
models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), we find that the host
galaxy would have a K#band magnitude of KAB = 24.2. Us-
ing KAB #KV ega = 1.9, we are able to determine where this
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Do they even exist?

Observations of high-z AGN:
- Highest z QSO from UKIDSS 
(z=7.09, Mortlock+, 11)
- Over 30 QSOs known at 6<z<7
(Fan, 2012)
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Do they even exist?

Observations of high-z AGN:
- Highest z QSO from UKIDSS 
(z=7.09, Mortlock+, 11)
- Over 30 QSOs known at 6<z<7
(Fan, 2012)

Powerful Radio 
Galaxies

⇒108-109 M⊙ SMBHs 
FIRST-like survey 
detection limit 

Deep 50 μJy survey 
detection limit 

Powerful AGN do exist at z~7: OK
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Do they even exist?

Large pop of SMBHs at z~8 
possible, depending on initial seeds 
(Haiman+, Volonteri+, Johnson+...): 
- massive pop III collapse
- DCBH
- runaway collapse in dense stellar 
clusters at z~10-20

FIRST-like survey 
detection limit 

Deep 50 μJy survey 
detection limit 

Powerful Radio 
Galaxies

Powerful AGN do exist at z~7: OK

Theory: OK
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Extrapolate from observations?

Do they even exist?

FIRST-like survey 
detection limit 

Deep 50 μJy survey 
detection limit 

Powerful Radio 
Galaxies

Powerful AGN do exist at z~7: OK

Theory: OK

SKA Simulated Skies:
- 10 sq deg
- S1.4GHz > 50 μJy 
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Do they even exist?

FIRST-like survey 
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Radio population evolution: OK
Powerful Radio 
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Deep 50 μJy survey 
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Increased electron losses to CMB      
- probably not problematic 
(enough energy available; denser 
environments;...)

Can they be observed?

CMB losses: probably OK

FIRST-like survey 
detection limit 

Deep 50 μJy survey 
detection limit 

Powerful Radio 
Galaxies Radio population evolution: OK

Powerful AGN do exist at z~7: OK

Theory: OK
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Where are the first radio galaxies?

They (must) have been observed already!
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The currently “unknown” radio panorama

- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels

(e.g., CDFS, Lockman Hole: Afonso et al 2006; 2011)
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An extreme ERO AGN

VLT:   JAB, KAB= 27.2, 23.1                          z-K>4.5, J-K=4.1
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- Infrared Faint Radio Sources (high radio/IRAC flux ratios)
- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels

The Astrophysical Journal, 736:55 (8pp), 2011 July 20 Norris et al.

Figure 3. 3.6 µm median stacked image of the IFRSs, obtained by calculating
the median of 39 images extracted from the SERVS 3.6 µm data, centered
on the IFRS radio positions. The rms noise of the image is 0.14 µJy, and the
marginal detection at the center has a flux density (measured using aperture
photometry) of 0.21 ± 0.14 µJy. Both axes are in units of pixels, each of which
is 0.6 ! 0.6 arcsec.

IFRSs are undetected at this level. Such faint emission from a
source which is relatively strong at radio wavelengths represents
an extreme condition which is not common in the local universe.

The S3.6 µm distribution of IFRS can be explored to even
deeper levels by stacking 3.6 µm images at the IFRS positions.
In Figure 3, we show a median stacked image obtained by
summing 39 3.6 µm images extracted from the SERVS data,
centered on the IFRS radio position. Because the stacking has
reached the confusion limit for these data, the rms noise no
longer scales as the square root of integration time, and so the
rms of this stacked image is higher than would be obtained
in an unconfused field, although it still offers a significant
improvement over the individual images. We note that Garn
& Alexander (2008) faced a similar challenge in stacking
3.6 µm data from eight IFRS in the FLS, reaching a noise of
approximately 1 µJy in the image stack.

The measured rms of the median stacked image is 0.14 µJy,
and there is marginal evidence for a source at the field center
whose flux density was measured to be 0.21± 0.14 µJy. Using a
3! upper limit, we conclude that the IFRSs have a median flux
density of !0.63 µJy at 3.6 µm.

3. RADIO/IR PROPERTIES OF IFRSs

Since we have no redshift information for any of the IFRSs,
we focus here on two derived quantities: the ratio of S20 cm and
S3.6 µm, or its lower limit, and the S3.6 µm flux density, or its upper
limit.

Of the 39 IFRSs which lie within the SERVS fields, we find
that, after allowing for confusion, only 1 or 2 are detected and
none have a measured flux density greater than five times the
formal fitting uncertainty. The remaining sources are undetected
at this level. From this we deduce that the vast majority of IFRSs
have a ratio of S20 cm to S3.6 µm in the range 200–2000.

In Figure 4, we show the ratios of S20 cm to S3.6 µm as a function
of redshift for a representative selection of models and mark the

Figure 4. Ratios of 20 cm to 3.6 µm flux densities as a function of redshift,
for a representative selection of models. The gray area represents the range of
ratios for the individual IFRSs discussed in this paper. The dots within that
area are the high-redshift radio galaxies studied by Seymour et al. (2007).
The solid green lines indicate the expected loci of LIRG and ULIRG galaxies
(using the template from Rieke et al. 2009) and the dotted (dot-dashed) line
indicates the loci of a classical radio-loud (radio-quiet) QSO (from Elvis et al.
1994). The location of classical submillimeter galaxies is indicated by the red
dots. The error bar on the right marks the likely range of the stacked image
(obtained by dividing the range of radio flux densities of the IFRS by the
flux density of the marginal detection in the stacked 3.6 µm image). The filled
circle in the error bar represents the median radio flux density divided by the
median 3.6 µm flux density. We note that dust extinction could cause any of
the calculated tracks to rise steeply at high redshift, where the observed 3.6 µm
emission is generated in visible wavelengths in the galaxy rest frame. This is
illustrated by the blue lines which show the effect of adding Av = 10 mag of
extinction to the two starburst tracks. The blue lines are dashed at high redshift
to indicate that the radio emission from these galaxies would be undetectable at
z > 2 with current sensitivity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

limits obtained in this paper. It is clear from this figure that
the only objects known to have such a high ratio are radio-loud
AGNs, such as the HzRGs. In particular, we can rule out any
known type of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation,
such as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., all of which fall well below the
region occupied by IFRSs.

If they are radio galaxies similar to those in the low-redshift
universe, then we can use their brightness to obtain constraints
on redshift. In Figure 5, we show the S3.6 µm of HzRGs as a
function of redshift, together with the limits obtained from our
SERVS observations. The HzRGs follow a relation between
redshift and S3.6 µm similar to the well-known K–z relation for
other radio galaxies (Willott et al. 2003). Although we caution
that both these relationships are unreliable above z > 3, they
imply that if the IFRSs are radio galaxies, then their low 3.6 µm
flux densities constrain them to lie at high redshift.

4. WHAT ARE IFRSs?

Whatever the nature of IFRSs, their properties are extreme
and not consistent with any of the well-recognized classes of
object. Here we review the options for what this class of object
is likely to be.

1. Star-forming galaxies. Figure 4 shows that no known class
of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation, such
as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., have ratios of 20 cm–3.6 µm flux
densities comparable with those of IFRS. A star-forming
galaxy might appear in the region if it suffered from an
unusually high extinction, but no star-forming galaxy is

5

(Norris+, 11)

The currently “unknown” radio panorama
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photometry) of 0.21 ± 0.14 µJy. Both axes are in units of pixels, each of which
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source which is relatively strong at radio wavelengths represents
an extreme condition which is not common in the local universe.
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In Figure 3, we show a median stacked image obtained by
summing 39 3.6 µm images extracted from the SERVS data,
centered on the IFRS radio position. Because the stacking has
reached the confusion limit for these data, the rms noise no
longer scales as the square root of integration time, and so the
rms of this stacked image is higher than would be obtained
in an unconfused field, although it still offers a significant
improvement over the individual images. We note that Garn
& Alexander (2008) faced a similar challenge in stacking
3.6 µm data from eight IFRS in the FLS, reaching a noise of
approximately 1 µJy in the image stack.

The measured rms of the median stacked image is 0.14 µJy,
and there is marginal evidence for a source at the field center
whose flux density was measured to be 0.21± 0.14 µJy. Using a
3! upper limit, we conclude that the IFRSs have a median flux
density of !0.63 µJy at 3.6 µm.

3. RADIO/IR PROPERTIES OF IFRSs

Since we have no redshift information for any of the IFRSs,
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Of the 39 IFRSs which lie within the SERVS fields, we find
that, after allowing for confusion, only 1 or 2 are detected and
none have a measured flux density greater than five times the
formal fitting uncertainty. The remaining sources are undetected
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The solid green lines indicate the expected loci of LIRG and ULIRG galaxies
(using the template from Rieke et al. 2009) and the dotted (dot-dashed) line
indicates the loci of a classical radio-loud (radio-quiet) QSO (from Elvis et al.
1994). The location of classical submillimeter galaxies is indicated by the red
dots. The error bar on the right marks the likely range of the stacked image
(obtained by dividing the range of radio flux densities of the IFRS by the
flux density of the marginal detection in the stacked 3.6 µm image). The filled
circle in the error bar represents the median radio flux density divided by the
median 3.6 µm flux density. We note that dust extinction could cause any of
the calculated tracks to rise steeply at high redshift, where the observed 3.6 µm
emission is generated in visible wavelengths in the galaxy rest frame. This is
illustrated by the blue lines which show the effect of adding Av = 10 mag of
extinction to the two starburst tracks. The blue lines are dashed at high redshift
to indicate that the radio emission from these galaxies would be undetectable at
z > 2 with current sensitivity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

limits obtained in this paper. It is clear from this figure that
the only objects known to have such a high ratio are radio-loud
AGNs, such as the HzRGs. In particular, we can rule out any
known type of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation,
such as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., all of which fall well below the
region occupied by IFRSs.

If they are radio galaxies similar to those in the low-redshift
universe, then we can use their brightness to obtain constraints
on redshift. In Figure 5, we show the S3.6 µm of HzRGs as a
function of redshift, together with the limits obtained from our
SERVS observations. The HzRGs follow a relation between
redshift and S3.6 µm similar to the well-known K–z relation for
other radio galaxies (Willott et al. 2003). Although we caution
that both these relationships are unreliable above z > 3, they
imply that if the IFRSs are radio galaxies, then their low 3.6 µm
flux densities constrain them to lie at high redshift.

4. WHAT ARE IFRSs?

Whatever the nature of IFRSs, their properties are extreme
and not consistent with any of the well-recognized classes of
object. Here we review the options for what this class of object
is likely to be.

1. Star-forming galaxies. Figure 4 shows that no known class
of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation, such
as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., have ratios of 20 cm–3.6 µm flux
densities comparable with those of IFRS. A star-forming
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unusually high extinction, but no star-forming galaxy is
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IRAC stack of 39 sources
S1.4GHz~0.1-20 mJy

The currently “unknown” radio panorama
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Figure 3. 3.6 µm median stacked image of the IFRSs, obtained by calculating
the median of 39 images extracted from the SERVS 3.6 µm data, centered
on the IFRS radio positions. The rms noise of the image is 0.14 µJy, and the
marginal detection at the center has a flux density (measured using aperture
photometry) of 0.21 ± 0.14 µJy. Both axes are in units of pixels, each of which
is 0.6 ! 0.6 arcsec.

IFRSs are undetected at this level. Such faint emission from a
source which is relatively strong at radio wavelengths represents
an extreme condition which is not common in the local universe.

The S3.6 µm distribution of IFRS can be explored to even
deeper levels by stacking 3.6 µm images at the IFRS positions.
In Figure 3, we show a median stacked image obtained by
summing 39 3.6 µm images extracted from the SERVS data,
centered on the IFRS radio position. Because the stacking has
reached the confusion limit for these data, the rms noise no
longer scales as the square root of integration time, and so the
rms of this stacked image is higher than would be obtained
in an unconfused field, although it still offers a significant
improvement over the individual images. We note that Garn
& Alexander (2008) faced a similar challenge in stacking
3.6 µm data from eight IFRS in the FLS, reaching a noise of
approximately 1 µJy in the image stack.

The measured rms of the median stacked image is 0.14 µJy,
and there is marginal evidence for a source at the field center
whose flux density was measured to be 0.21± 0.14 µJy. Using a
3! upper limit, we conclude that the IFRSs have a median flux
density of !0.63 µJy at 3.6 µm.

3. RADIO/IR PROPERTIES OF IFRSs

Since we have no redshift information for any of the IFRSs,
we focus here on two derived quantities: the ratio of S20 cm and
S3.6 µm, or its lower limit, and the S3.6 µm flux density, or its upper
limit.

Of the 39 IFRSs which lie within the SERVS fields, we find
that, after allowing for confusion, only 1 or 2 are detected and
none have a measured flux density greater than five times the
formal fitting uncertainty. The remaining sources are undetected
at this level. From this we deduce that the vast majority of IFRSs
have a ratio of S20 cm to S3.6 µm in the range 200–2000.

In Figure 4, we show the ratios of S20 cm to S3.6 µm as a function
of redshift for a representative selection of models and mark the

Figure 4. Ratios of 20 cm to 3.6 µm flux densities as a function of redshift,
for a representative selection of models. The gray area represents the range of
ratios for the individual IFRSs discussed in this paper. The dots within that
area are the high-redshift radio galaxies studied by Seymour et al. (2007).
The solid green lines indicate the expected loci of LIRG and ULIRG galaxies
(using the template from Rieke et al. 2009) and the dotted (dot-dashed) line
indicates the loci of a classical radio-loud (radio-quiet) QSO (from Elvis et al.
1994). The location of classical submillimeter galaxies is indicated by the red
dots. The error bar on the right marks the likely range of the stacked image
(obtained by dividing the range of radio flux densities of the IFRS by the
flux density of the marginal detection in the stacked 3.6 µm image). The filled
circle in the error bar represents the median radio flux density divided by the
median 3.6 µm flux density. We note that dust extinction could cause any of
the calculated tracks to rise steeply at high redshift, where the observed 3.6 µm
emission is generated in visible wavelengths in the galaxy rest frame. This is
illustrated by the blue lines which show the effect of adding Av = 10 mag of
extinction to the two starburst tracks. The blue lines are dashed at high redshift
to indicate that the radio emission from these galaxies would be undetectable at
z > 2 with current sensitivity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

limits obtained in this paper. It is clear from this figure that
the only objects known to have such a high ratio are radio-loud
AGNs, such as the HzRGs. In particular, we can rule out any
known type of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation,
such as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., all of which fall well below the
region occupied by IFRSs.

If they are radio galaxies similar to those in the low-redshift
universe, then we can use their brightness to obtain constraints
on redshift. In Figure 5, we show the S3.6 µm of HzRGs as a
function of redshift, together with the limits obtained from our
SERVS observations. The HzRGs follow a relation between
redshift and S3.6 µm similar to the well-known K–z relation for
other radio galaxies (Willott et al. 2003). Although we caution
that both these relationships are unreliable above z > 3, they
imply that if the IFRSs are radio galaxies, then their low 3.6 µm
flux densities constrain them to lie at high redshift.

4. WHAT ARE IFRSs?

Whatever the nature of IFRSs, their properties are extreme
and not consistent with any of the well-recognized classes of
object. Here we review the options for what this class of object
is likely to be.

1. Star-forming galaxies. Figure 4 shows that no known class
of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation, such
as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., have ratios of 20 cm–3.6 µm flux
densities comparable with those of IFRS. A star-forming
galaxy might appear in the region if it suffered from an
unusually high extinction, but no star-forming galaxy is
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- Infrared Faint Radio Sources (high radio/IRAC flux ratios)
- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels

The currently “unknown” radio panorama
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Figure 3. 3.6 µm median stacked image of the IFRSs, obtained by calculating
the median of 39 images extracted from the SERVS 3.6 µm data, centered
on the IFRS radio positions. The rms noise of the image is 0.14 µJy, and the
marginal detection at the center has a flux density (measured using aperture
photometry) of 0.21 ± 0.14 µJy. Both axes are in units of pixels, each of which
is 0.6 ! 0.6 arcsec.
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summing 39 3.6 µm images extracted from the SERVS data,
centered on the IFRS radio position. Because the stacking has
reached the confusion limit for these data, the rms noise no
longer scales as the square root of integration time, and so the
rms of this stacked image is higher than would be obtained
in an unconfused field, although it still offers a significant
improvement over the individual images. We note that Garn
& Alexander (2008) faced a similar challenge in stacking
3.6 µm data from eight IFRS in the FLS, reaching a noise of
approximately 1 µJy in the image stack.

The measured rms of the median stacked image is 0.14 µJy,
and there is marginal evidence for a source at the field center
whose flux density was measured to be 0.21± 0.14 µJy. Using a
3! upper limit, we conclude that the IFRSs have a median flux
density of !0.63 µJy at 3.6 µm.

3. RADIO/IR PROPERTIES OF IFRSs

Since we have no redshift information for any of the IFRSs,
we focus here on two derived quantities: the ratio of S20 cm and
S3.6 µm, or its lower limit, and the S3.6 µm flux density, or its upper
limit.

Of the 39 IFRSs which lie within the SERVS fields, we find
that, after allowing for confusion, only 1 or 2 are detected and
none have a measured flux density greater than five times the
formal fitting uncertainty. The remaining sources are undetected
at this level. From this we deduce that the vast majority of IFRSs
have a ratio of S20 cm to S3.6 µm in the range 200–2000.

In Figure 4, we show the ratios of S20 cm to S3.6 µm as a function
of redshift for a representative selection of models and mark the

Figure 4. Ratios of 20 cm to 3.6 µm flux densities as a function of redshift,
for a representative selection of models. The gray area represents the range of
ratios for the individual IFRSs discussed in this paper. The dots within that
area are the high-redshift radio galaxies studied by Seymour et al. (2007).
The solid green lines indicate the expected loci of LIRG and ULIRG galaxies
(using the template from Rieke et al. 2009) and the dotted (dot-dashed) line
indicates the loci of a classical radio-loud (radio-quiet) QSO (from Elvis et al.
1994). The location of classical submillimeter galaxies is indicated by the red
dots. The error bar on the right marks the likely range of the stacked image
(obtained by dividing the range of radio flux densities of the IFRS by the
flux density of the marginal detection in the stacked 3.6 µm image). The filled
circle in the error bar represents the median radio flux density divided by the
median 3.6 µm flux density. We note that dust extinction could cause any of
the calculated tracks to rise steeply at high redshift, where the observed 3.6 µm
emission is generated in visible wavelengths in the galaxy rest frame. This is
illustrated by the blue lines which show the effect of adding Av = 10 mag of
extinction to the two starburst tracks. The blue lines are dashed at high redshift
to indicate that the radio emission from these galaxies would be undetectable at
z > 2 with current sensitivity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

limits obtained in this paper. It is clear from this figure that
the only objects known to have such a high ratio are radio-loud
AGNs, such as the HzRGs. In particular, we can rule out any
known type of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation,
such as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., all of which fall well below the
region occupied by IFRSs.

If they are radio galaxies similar to those in the low-redshift
universe, then we can use their brightness to obtain constraints
on redshift. In Figure 5, we show the S3.6 µm of HzRGs as a
function of redshift, together with the limits obtained from our
SERVS observations. The HzRGs follow a relation between
redshift and S3.6 µm similar to the well-known K–z relation for
other radio galaxies (Willott et al. 2003). Although we caution
that both these relationships are unreliable above z > 3, they
imply that if the IFRSs are radio galaxies, then their low 3.6 µm
flux densities constrain them to lie at high redshift.

4. WHAT ARE IFRSs?

Whatever the nature of IFRSs, their properties are extreme
and not consistent with any of the well-recognized classes of
object. Here we review the options for what this class of object
is likely to be.

1. Star-forming galaxies. Figure 4 shows that no known class
of galaxy powered predominantly by star formation, such
as ULIRGs, SMGs, etc., have ratios of 20 cm–3.6 µm flux
densities comparable with those of IFRS. A star-forming
galaxy might appear in the region if it suffered from an
unusually high extinction, but no star-forming galaxy is
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- Possibly, “the most efficient 
method for selecting high-z 
radio sources” (Ker+, 2012)
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Some are detected with Herschel, with interestingly raising SED slopes in the FIR:

    250 μm            350 μm          500 μm

- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels
- Infrared Faint Radio Sources (high radio/IRAC ratios)

The currently “unknown” radio panorama
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Some are detected with Herschel, with interestingly raising SED slopes in the FIR:

    250 μm            350 μm          500 μm

- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels
- Infrared Faint Radio Sources (high radio/IRAC ratios)

The currently “unknown” radio panorama
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Some are detected with Herschel, with interestingly raising SED slopes in the FIR:

    250 μm            350 μm          500 μm

- RGs (including USS) undetected in the optical to very deep levels
- Infrared Faint Radio Sources (high radio/IRAC ratios)

The currently “unknown” radio panorama

Ideally (and only) suited for ALMA...

z~8
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Upcoming ventures in Deep Radio Probes of the Universe
By 2018, millions of sources from EMU and WODAN (and LOFAR...), over the entire sky!

=> FULL SKY @ 1.4GHz, ~15” resolution, 10-20 μJy rms

Westerbork Observations of the Deep 
APERTIF Northern-Sky; Rottgering+, 11

Evolutionary Map of the Universe 
(ASKAP); Norris+, 11

ASKAP last week  
– all 36 antennas completed 

Cross-match to IR surveys + {ALMA, JWST, EELT} 
will reveal the (radio) z~6-10 Universe.
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Where are the first radio galaxies?

» Radio Surveys have probably already revealed tens of z>6 AGNs (to z~??).

» Essential to match next generation of radio surveys with deep multiwavelength 
(IR) follow-up.

» Confirmation only(?) possible with ALMA, JWST, EELT.

In epitome...
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